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TAKE RISK AND BET TO WIN IN YATZY ULTIMATE 
 

Refreshed and more competitive Yatzy Ultimate for Windows phone 7&8, with virtual 
betting mode which gives you the thrill of taking risks and winning 

As from today, a refreshed and more competitive Yatzy Ultimate is available for Windows Phone 

7&8. This popular game has been featured in many countries, and now is empowered with virtual 

betting features which will bring players’ experience to a different level of online playing. 

Yatzy is known as a game of challenge, so this experience is enhanced with online betting mode 

which gives you the thrill of taking risks and winning virtual Game.IO chips. Players can bet against 

the house and win Game.IO chips, or play online with the best players from all around the world, 

placing low or high stakes. The new, more user friendly design was created to easily guide the 

players through the game, as for the beginners, the hints and instructions will help them advance the 

game and become the masters of Yatzy. 

“Every single review which was written, was carefully read and analyzed. Now, we completely 

moved the game to another level and made it more challenging. Our players are the ones that set 

the direction where the game will go, so we encourage them to share their experience with us and 

write reviews or send us email.” – say from Game.IO team. 

We are giving discount on the paid version in Windows Phone store and initial amount of 3.000 

Game.IO chips, so place the bets and let’s roll the dice! 

Yatzy Ultimate is available for free download on Windows Phone store. 

### 

 More: 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Game.ioGames 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/gameiogames  

Pinterest: http://pinterest.com/gameiogames/ 

 
About Game.io: Game.IO is exclusive social casino multiplayer platform with Casino, Board and Dice reinvented 

games and provides the players with the best of classic and modern games in a new and exciting way.  

More at support@game.io. 
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